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Def.:Def.:

Hypernetwork = Complex system Hypernetwork = Complex system 
with interactions represented by an with interactions represented by an 
HypergraphHypergraph
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IndexIndex

Graphs, digraphs, competition Graphs, digraphs, competition 
networks and hypergraphsnetworks and hypergraphs

Degree, centrality, kDegree, centrality, k--connection, connection, 
pathpath--length, clustering, etc.length, clustering, etc.

Homological notionsHomological notions

Homology group calculations in Homology group calculations in 
hypergraphshypergraphs

Conclusions and questionsConclusions and questions
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Graphs, digraphs, competition networks 
and hypergraphs

Graph = (V,E) = (Vertices, Edges)
Digraph = a directed graph
Graphs and digraphs represent binary
relations between objects
In Nature n-ary (n>2) relations are 
common and binary relations cannot
adequately represent the interactions
Example: 3 binary relations versus a 
conference call
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Graphs, digraphs, competition networks and 
hypergraphs

(Jeffrey Johnson, 2006)
(mother,daughter)+(daughter,father)
+(mother,father) 
Very different from (mother,daughter,father)

≠
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Food webs and competition networks
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Food webs and competition networks

A food web is a digraph. The example: a food
web of the Malaysian rain forest

D1
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Food webs and competition networks

1. Canopy – leaves, fruits, flowers
2. Canopy animals – birds, fruit-bats …
3. Upper air animals – birds, bats (insectivorous)
4. Insects
5. Large ground animals – mammals, birds
6. Trunk, fruit, flowers
7. Middle zone animals – mammals in canopy and
ground
8. Middle zone flying – birds, insectivorous bats
9. Ground – roots, fallen fruit, leaves, trunks
10. Small ground animals
11. Fungi
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Food webs and competition networks

The competition network C
(v,w) in E(C) iff u : (v,u),(w,u) in E(D1)

C(D1)

Competition network=Competition graph=Niche
overlap graph

∃
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Competition networks as hypergraphs

(Sonntag-Teichert, 2004)

H(D1)

Hypergraph (V,E)  E (hyper-edges) = family of subsets
Ei of V such that Ui Ei = V
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Competition networks as hypergraphs

Hypergraphs may contain more information
than competition networks
D2 = D1 + (2,6) + (8,6) + (4,11)
The same competition network, but

H(D2)

However H(D2) is not a simple hypergraph
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Hypergraphs

Hypergraph (V,E)
{Ei} = hyper-edges
Edges as simplexes
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Hypergraphs, dual hypergraphs and 
incidence matrices
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Hypergraphs, dual hypergraphs and 
incidence matrices
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Hypergraphs, dual hypergraphs and 
incidence matrices
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Hypergraphs, dual hypergraphs and 
incidence matrices
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The food web hypergraph as a simplicial
complex
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Some results on graphs and hypergraphs

For any graph G with n edges, G U In is a competition 
graph (In = n new vertices)
Competition number k(G) = minimum k such that GUIk
is a competition graph
Every graph is the intersection graph of boxes in
some n-dimensional Euclidean space
Boxicity = minimum n
What competition graphs are interval graphs?
Competition graphs of a digraph of a doubly partial
order are interval graphs
An interval graph together with sufficiently many
isolated vertices is the competition graph of a doubly
partial order
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Food web of a plankton community
(Nature 451 (2008) 822-825)

(For the arrows the opposite convention is used here)
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TopologicalTopological parametersparameters for for hypergraphshypergraphs

DegreeDegree (D) (D) ofof a a vertexvertex = no. = no. ofof hyperhyper--edgesedges itit
belongsbelongs toto
AdjacencyAdjacency matrixmatrix (A(H)) ((A(H)) (aaijij = no. = no. ofof hyperhyper--
edgesedges thatthat containcontain bothboth verticesvertices i i andand j)j)
A(H) = E EA(H) = E ETT –– DD (E = (E = incidenceincidence matrixmatrix))
AssociatedAssociated graphgraph ofof HH = = graphgraph withwith multiplemultiple
linkslinks andand thethe samesame AA
WalksWalks (v(v11,v,v22,,……,,vvnn)), , pathspaths andand cyclescycles
TheThe no. no. ofof walkswalks ofof lengthlength k k isis thethe ((i,ji,j) ) entryentry ofof
AAkk

CentralityCentrality ofof a a vertexvertex i, i, C(iC(i))==∑∑kk ((AAkk
iiii)/k!  ()/k!  (≤≤eeλλ))

CentralityCentrality ofof thethe hypergraphhypergraph C(H)C(H)=(=(∑∑iiC(iC(i))/N))/N
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TopologicalTopological parametersparameters for for hypergraphshypergraphs

TransitivityTransitivity: : InIn graphsgraphs

InIn hypergraphshypergraphs

HypertriangleHypertriangle = (v= (vii, , EEpp, , vvjj, , EEqq, , vvkk, , EErr, v, vii))
22––pathpath = (v= (vii, , EEpp, , vvjj, , EEqq, , vvkk))

pathsofnumber
trianglesofnumberGC
−

×=
2

6)(

pathsofnumber
gleshypertrianofnumberGC

−
×=

2
6)(
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CompetitionCompetition networknetwork versus versus hypergraphhypergraph for for 
a marine a marine foodfood webweb
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CompetitionCompetition networknetwork versus versus 
hypergraphhypergraph for a marine for a marine foodfood webweb
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CompetitionCompetition networknetwork versus versus 
hypergraphhypergraph for a marine for a marine foodfood webweb

InterpretationInterpretation: : 
InIn thethe competitioncompetition networknetwork therethere are 10 are 10 
speciesspecies ((anchovyanchovy, , mackerelmackerel, , sharkssharks, , 
birdsbirds, , ……)  )  withwith degreedegree 22, 22, meaningmeaning thatthat
theythey compete for compete for preyprey withwith 22 22 otherother
speciesspecies..
HoweverHowever thisthis does does notnot tellstells usus inin howhow
manymany competitioncompetition groupsgroups eacheach speciesspecies
participatesparticipates. . ItIt becomesbecomes clearerclearer inin thethe
hypergraphhypergraph parametersparameters..
SharksSharks inin 18, 18, birdsbirds inin 16, 16, whereaswhereas
mackerelmackerel onlyonly inin 44
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TopologicalTopological parametersparameters for for hypergraphshypergraphs

TwoTwo hyperhyper--edgesedges are are kk––connectedconnected ifif theythey
shareshare k k verticesvertices
ConstructConstruct a a graphgraph ((hyperhyper--edgeedge graphgraph) ) 
wherewhere thethe nodesnodes are are thethe hyperhyper--edgesedges andand
thethe linkslinks are are weighedweighed byby thethe kk--
connectionsconnections
TheThe weighedweighed pathpath lengthlength
ContinuousContinuous clusteringclustering inin thethe hyperhyper--edgeedge
graphgraph
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TopologicalTopological parametersparameters for for hypergraphshypergraphs

ManyMany otherother parametersparameters::

MetricMetric
RadiusRadius, , diameterdiameter, , eccentricityeccentricity, , unipolarityunipolarity, , 
centralizationcentralization, , dispersiondispersion, , compactnesscompactness
TopologicalTopological
WienerWiener indexindex, , polaritypolarity, , adjacencyadjacency
InformationalInformational
InformationalInformational WienerWiener, , autometricityautometricity
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TopologicalTopological parametersparameters for for hypergraphshypergraphs

HomologyHomology approachapproach: : 
1. 1. ConsiderConsider a (a (simplesimple) ) hypergraphhypergraph as as 
thethe triangulationtriangulation ofof anan underlyingunderlying
manifoldmanifold

2. Use 2. Use thethe toolstools ofof algebraicalgebraic topologytopology
to to characterizecharacterize thethe structurestructure ofof thethe
hypergraphhypergraph
RecallRecall
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Homological notions
n-dimensional oriented simplicial complex K = set of
oriented simplexes up to dim. n 
σp=[v1, … , v1p] (-1)Pσp=[P(v1, … , vp)]
Cp(K) = p-chain of K = Free abelian group generated
by the oriented p-simplexes of K

cp = ∑i fi σi
p fi in Z

Boundary operator )()(: 1 KCKC ppp −→∂
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Homological notions
p-cycle group
p-boundary group

p-homology group

Hp(K) is sensitive to the number of (p+1)-dimensional 
holes in the manifold
If K is contractible

Gp = Z + Z+ ….. (free finitely generated Abelian group) 
The rank of Gp is the number of p+1 dimensional holes
Tp = Zi1+Zi2+ …. (the torsion group) 
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Homological notions
A simple example: Three binary interactions versus a 
conference call
{1,2,3}+ {1,2} + {2,3} + {3,1}+{1} + {2} + {3}
Z0=Z3

∂ (a{1,2}+b {2,3}+c {3,1})=(c-a){1}+(a-b){2} +(b-c){3}
B0=Z2 → H0=Z
∂ (a{1,2}+b {2,3}+c {3,1})=0 → a=b=c → Z1=Z
∂ {1,2,3}= {2,3} ─ {1,3} + {1,2} → B1=Z

H1={0}
Z2={0} , B2={0} → H2={0}
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Homological notions

{1,2} + {2,3} + {3,1}+{1} + {2} + {3}
Z0=Z3

∂ (a{1,2}+b {2,3}+c {3,1})=(c-a){1}+(a-b){2} +(b-c){3}
B0=Z2 → H0=Z
∂ (a{1,2}+b {2,3}+c {3,1})=0 → a=b=c → Z1=Z
B1={0} H1=Z
Z2={0} , B2={0} → H2={0}
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Homological notions

Direct manual calculation of the homology groups is a 
hard job. Fortunately:
PLEX (Calculations of Betti numbers)
http://comptop.stanford.edu/programs/
CHomP (Calculation of Betti numbers, homology
groups and generators)
http://chomp.rutgers.edu/ 
GAP
http://www.linalg.org/gap.html
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Homological notions

The rain forest food web
{2,3,7,8,10}
{4,5,10,11}
{2,4,5}
{1}
{6}
{9}
H0 = Z4

Generators = {1} , {6} , {8} , {9}
H1 = Z
Generator = 
{10,8}+{2,5}+{8,2}+{5,10}
Hp = 0 p ≥ 2
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Homological notions
The plankton food web
{2,3,4,8,10,12}
{5,6,7,9,12} 
{2,3,4,12}
{9,10,11}
{3,4,12}
{1}
H0 = Z2

Generators = {1} , {9}
H1 = Z
Generator = {6,5}+{5,9}+{9,10}+{10,12}+{12,6}
Hp = 0 p ≥ 2
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Also directed Also directed hypergraphshypergraphs

A A oneone--toto--oneone correspondencecorrespondence betweenbetween
hypergraphshypergraphs andand ((--1,0,1) 1,0,1) matricesmatrices
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Some real world applications of Some real world applications of 
hypernetworkshypernetworks

FoodFood webswebs
CollaborationCollaboration networksnetworks
(Estrada, (Estrada, VelazquezVelazquez, , arXiv:physics/0505137arXiv:physics/0505137) ) 
differentdifferent ranking for ranking for authorsauthors inin networksnetworks andand
hypernetworkshypernetworks
LinguisticsLinguistics
((ZhangZhang, , ParkPark, , ProcProc. W. . W. AcadAcad. . SciSci. . EngEng. . TechTech. . 
27 (2008) 134)27 (2008) 134)
EconomicsEconomics: : breedingbreeding environmentenvironment, virtual , virtual 
entreprisesentreprises
((VolpentestaVolpentesta, , EurEur. J. . J. OpOp. . ResRes. 188 (2008) 390). 188 (2008) 390)
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Some real world applications of Some real world applications of 
hypernetworkshypernetworks

ProteomicsProteomics
((RamadanRamadan, , TarafdarTarafdar, , 
PothenPothen, , Proc. IEEE Proc. IEEE 
Workshop High Workshop High PerforPerfor. . 
Comp. Bio. 2004) Comp. Bio. 2004) 
ChemistryChemistry ofof moleculesmolecules
withwith polycentricpolycentric bondsbonds
((KonstantinovaKonstantinova, , 
SkorobogatovSkorobogatov, , DiscrDiscr. . 
MathMath. 235 (2001) 365). 235 (2001) 365)
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ConclusionConclusion

ForgetForget aboutabout graphsgraphs andand networksnetworks

HypergraphsHypergraphs andand hypernetworkshypernetworks isis thethe
namename ofof thethe gamegame
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The end
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http://label2.ist.utl.pt/vilela/


